**Finding Scholarly Journals in CSM Library Databases**

1. Go to www.csmd.edu/library
2. On the library homepage, scroll down to the **RESOURCES** section (this section is toward the bottom of the homepage)
3. Click the first web link listed in the section – *Locate E-Journal Titles in CSM Databases*
4. Use the drop down box - under **FIND** eJournals by title - and select *Title begins with* from the box. **Note:** the website you are now on and using is CSM Libraries’ eJournal Portal
5. Enter the Journal title into the search bar - under **FIND** eJournals by title - and click the search button
6. From the results page, click any of the database web links – found under the Journal title - to access the scholarly journal in a library database. **Note:** the web links bring you directly to the Journal’s database page

**Journal Searching in CSM Library Databases**

You can browse journal issues or search within a journal in either ProQuest or EBSCO databases.

In ProQuest – use **SEARCH WITHIN THIS PUBLICATION** – to limit your search to a particular scholarly journal

In EBSCO – use the **SEARCH WITHIN PUBLICATION** link – to search in a scholarly journal.

Clicking this link will (1) take you to EBSCO’s basic search page and (2) pre-load search terms in the search bar. **DO NOT DELETE** the pre-loaded search terms, simply add your terms and connect the two sets of terms with **AND**. For example: Family Life and JN (334425343)